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Abstract:
There is general agreement on the fact that our public education systems *needs* to change on a massive scale to effectively cater to hundreds of millions of children. However, no such general agreement exists on *what* exactly should be done in our public school system at such a massive scale. Ideas borrowed from West cannot handle the scale while those from China are incapable of tackling the diversity in our country. In this talk, Subbu plans to share his experience in evolving a meaningful intervention model that can tackle both scale and replication across India. The model emerged from over a decade of working directly with students in over 1000 village schools Karnataka, Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat and Maharashtra.

A Note on the Speaker:

K. K. "Subbu" Subramaniam is the founder-director of Axcod Consulting Inc, an engineering consulting company in the area of embedded software and networking. He has around three decades of experience working in this area in and with multinational companies like Novell, Nokia, IBM and Oracle. He is also a senior member of IEEE and ACM. Apart from his professional pursuits, he was an active contributor to Sikshana Foundation, an award-winning NGO for nurturing, motivating and improving education in Govt schools.